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9 Steps to Getting the Most from Your Website
IT’S NOT YOUR FATHER’S WEBSITE
Visitors use your website to make decisions about your company. Decisions like whether
to hire you, or partner with you, or invest in you. Unfortunately, too many of you only pay
lip service to this fact of doing business, or are doing the wrong things to capitalize on it.
In fact, it’s clear that some of you flat out don’t believe it.
First, for those of you who don’t believe it…
According to comScore Networks, traffic at the websites of the 2005 Superbowl advertisers spiked dramatically on
game day: Budweiser.com was up 594%; OlympusAmerica.com was up 363%; Cadillac.com was up 171%; and
Apple iTunes traffic spiked 172%. And these are websites that already have huge traffic so traffic gains mean a lot.
Super Bowl viewers were doing what an increasing number of people do today before they make purchase
decisions: They went to the web to learn more about an offer, product, or company. Advertisers spent millions of
dollars for their Super Bowl ads. A major result of which is driving people to their websites.
Using the web to build customer affinity is a well established trend in the consumer marketing arena. Want a
dramatic example? Go to www.harleydavidson.com and see how one savvy marketer is using the web not just to
promote its products and brand, but to foster an entire lifestyle.
Think the trend only applies to consumer products? That’s just where it starts. According to their 2005 report entitled
“How Clients Buy,” RainToday.com found:
■

80% of professional services clients surveyed visit a service provider’s site before making a purchase decision.

■

69% said the web had some or very much influence over their decision to initiate a discussion with the firm, and

■

51% said it had some or very much influence in their ultimate decision to buy.

These dramatic statistics are from an industry group in which relationships are king. Now a website is a part of the
actual relationship.
BtoB magazine has reported that construction industry buyers are demanding more from a website: “Many want it
all—product data, how tos, tips, decorating/application ideas, installation and trouble-shooting, tech support, pricing,
delivery and shipping status online…I heard one architect say that any manufacturer that didn’t have a robust
website would not get much ‘shelf space’ in his firm.”
Business to Business companies have been late to the dance…but they’re catching on. Unfortunately, without years
of experience behind them, many B2B companies are making errors, leaving money on the table. The good news is
that these errors are avoidable.

Is your company doing all that it can to get the most from its web marketing investment?
Consider the following 9 essential steps to getting the most out of your website.
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STEP 1:
Understand the Business Effect of a Website
It’s amazing how many companies create a website without first discussing, in specific terms, what they
expect their site to do. Without establishing clear expectations and objectives up front, you cannot gauge
effectively how well your website is working for you.
So where do you start? Begin by deepening your understanding of where a website fits in today’s marketing.
■

Whenever anyone hears about your company for the first time, it’s almost a certainty that they
are going to go to your website. And this visit to your website will steer their impression of you
and their next step with your company.
Think about this and multiply it by every sales call, every marketing activity, and every customer
contact you make.

■

■

Business to business selling is a multi-step process. If you are educating your customers, they
are looking to your website to see what you have to say. If you run events, they are looking to
your website to sign up. While it depends on the demographic of your buyers, you can estimate
that 35% to 70% of your buyer set wants to contact you through your website.
Think about what you want your customers and prospects to do to engage you, and how
your website fits into this. A brochure at its best is read, passed around a few times, and filed.
Buyers and prospects can visit your website easily and almost any time of the day. And they do.
Then they can email your website address around to others, and if you have valuable information,
they may just visit it often. They are building a relationship while you are not even there.
Think about the value you provide on your website, and how well you think it helps you connect
with your buyers.

■

Buyers make a judgment as to your level of quality based on what they find on your website.
We will talk about other factors besides first impressions, and how you can use those factors to
your benefit. But first impressions make a big difference, so don’t ignore how good your site looks
and how well it’s laid out. If your site is elegant and clear, they’ll form one impression of you. If it’s
jumbled, messy, and poorly laid out, they’ll have another impression.

Think about how good your company is. After visiting your website for a few seconds
(less than a minute, for sure) do you think your website gives people an accurate
impression of your level of quality, innovation, and sophistication?
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STEP 2:
Know What a Web Site Can and Can’t Do For You
Some business leaders believe, by building a new website and spending more on it than they did last time,
they’ll be wildly successful.
Having the right expectations for what a website can and can’t do for a business is essential for making it
work for your company.
Consider that:

A website can’t….

A website can….

■

Single-handedly build a brand

■

■

Close sales on high-ticket products or services

■

■

Take the place of live events and face-to-face
connections with customers

■

■

Qualify prospects

■

■

Build personal relationships for you

■

■

■

Take the place of all your marketing
outreach efforts
Drive visitors to itself

■
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Reinforce your brand identity with strong first
impressions and stronger on-going impressions
Shorten the sales cycle with detailed product and
service information, demos and innovative messages
that are available 24/7
Make it easier for customers to register for live
events, provide online events and connections, and
provide on-going interaction with event attendees
Help prospects qualify themselves through specific
content, tools, and other resources to make it easy
to contact you when they feel the need for your
products or services
Create a sense of community, affinity, and loyalty
among your prospects, current customers and
partners that can strengthen relationships and help
you build them.
Provide a multiplying effect for your other marketing
efforts in generating leads from existing customers
and prospects visiting your site
Be the fundamental driver of its own traffic, but you
need to do a lot of work to make this happen
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STEP 3:
Know what your audience is seeking
As in all marketing, understanding what your audience wants and needs is fundamental. On the web,
however, this challenge has a new dimension: You need to understand not only what types of information
or content they want, but how they want it presented, as well. Together, these two crucial factors make
up their “web experience.”
The 3-year User Engagement Study by the Media Management Center identified no fewer than 22 user
experiences that drive website usage. These experiences range from “connects me with others” and
“entertains and absorbs me” to “makes me smarter” to “a credible, safe place.” Other important reactions
from participants to highly rated sites included, “There are features that I regularly follow,” “It usually has
something that surprises me” and “I like to check this site as often as I can.” These are clear expressions
of what is meant by a “sticky” website: People want the experience it provides.
The way a website provides content is central to that experience. In a paper entitled, “What Do Content
Site Users Want?” Forrester Research identified key attributes of highly popular websites. The top three
attributes were:
■

Direct paths to content someone is seeking

■

Proper labeling of menu items

■

Great search capability

These were followed by easy registration, uncluttered home page and unique content or services.
Note that how the content was presented was judged of higher importance than what the content is.
In our assessment, it’s not that the content is less important than the presentation, it’s that if the
presentation is poor, the people won’t even bother with the content. Imagine walking into a restaurant
that someone has told you has great food. When you walk in, it smells musty, there’s dust all around, and
the maitre-d’ has grease all over his suit. You may just walk out before you try the food.

Making your site relevant to your audience(s)—and helping them find what they want
easily—are both essential ingredients to a successful website.
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STEP 4:
Combine brand and response marketing
Forget the old-fashioned distinction between “brand” and “response” marketing. At the heart of an
effective web strategy is a combined view that aligns brand with customer action. Indeed, getting
customers, prospects and partners more engaged with your brand—in an active, or interactive, way—
is one of the things the web has the potential to do effectively.
You see this coalescence of brand and response marketing evidenced in a website’s ability to “nurture”
leads and customer relationships—reinforcing brand values in a way no other medium can.
For proof of this, consider the recent “Forbes.com Challenge.” This web enterprise offered advertisers a
money-back guarantee that the ad dollars they spent on Forbes.com would outperform the same sum
spent on print ads placed in its major rival, The Wall Street Journal. After two years of offering the
guarantee, and more than 70 participating advertisers, Forbes.com has not had to refund a penny—yet
has generated literally millions in ad revenues.

Because brand is at the core of your web presence, it’s crucial to understand what you
want customers’ and prospects’ impression of you to be before you embark on a web
development project.
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STEP 5:
Integrate online and offline marketing efforts
This is one of the most overlooked tactical steps in developing a B2B website, yet it is one of the most critical.
Properly aligning and coordinating your online and offline tactics and campaigns can multiply results.
Take the example of Secure Computing, a provider of network security solutions for small and medium-sized
businesses. With a tight budget, the company focused its marketing efforts on just a couple of IT media
outlets, creating a comprehensive plan combining traditional tactics, like trade shows and print ads, with
frequent email blasts, online ads, webinars, and online white paper distribution. The result: 1,000 “A+”
qualified leads in 6 months.
As Secure Computing’s Director of Worldwide Marketing put it, “…you’re much better off making a
consistent impression on the people you can afford to reach, versus reaching millions at one time.”
Integrating your online and offline efforts does just that, focusing your message like a laser beam on those
most likely to buy.
In 2005, American Business Media surveyed B2B marketers, asking them to rate the effectiveness of various
marketing vehicles for generating leads. While they rated in-person events most effective, the respondents
noted that they are increasing spending in other areas, including online marketing. The solution is a balanced
approach that leverages the synergy among all media. For example, while in-person events are still highly
effective, prospects find out about and register for those events on the Internet. And if they can’t find your
event online, your attendance will be lower.

Making sure your marketing left hand (online) and right hand (offline) are working
together will magnify the impact of all your efforts.
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STEP 6:
Integrate your website with your sales strategy and activities
Personal contact remains crucial to B2B sales—and your website can be a powerful tool for supporting
the efforts of your sales force.
Web-savvy organizations are using their sites as “field sales assistants” to strengthen their sales arsenal.
A properly developed website gives a salesperson the ability to provide prospects with the information
they need, on the fly. Online demos and other engaging, dynamic content—not possible with static printed
content—can add an even more compelling dimension to a sales presentation. It also dramatically simplifies
the task of pushing out new sales support content to your sales force.

Unfortunately, many organizations see “web” and “field sales” as two distinct and
disconnected silos. Involving sales in the development of your web strategy—and
communicating back to sales on how the website fits into their activities—can give
your sales force a powerful and flexible tool for closing more sales, while building
affinity with customers and prospects.
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STEP 7:
To drive results, drive visits
If you build it, they will not necessarily come. To get the most from your website, you must take a proactive
approach to driving the right prospects and customers to it.
Email marketing. Enewsletters. Online ads. Print ads. Television advertisements. By-lined articles in trade
publications. Direct mail. Public relations. Trade shows. Seminars and speaking engagements. Each and every
one of these and other marketing activities should have as a goal (either primary or secondary) to drive
prospects and customers to your website. Creating effective integrated marketing campaigns—linking all
customer “touchpoints” with your website—has never been more important. Examples include:
■

Email invitation to a webinar, with a direct link to an online registration page.

■

Call to action in print ad or mailer for free white paper, available online (with registration).

■

Email introducing new product or feature, with a link to a landing page promoting a product offer or trial.

■

Trade show booth staff wearing branded shirts with website URL, instead of just your logo.

■

Letter or postcard to prospects inviting them to view a streaming video interview with a key company
spokesman on a key industry issue, via the website.

The list goes on and on. The key is to identify how best to reach your audience and draw them into a
conversation about issues that impact their company, its performance and its competitive posture.
Smart companies know all this…and they’re putting their money where their mouth is. Recent articles in B2B
report that in 2006 companies are increasing their marketing budgets by an average of 11% as they look to
leverage the full array of tools now available to them. E-marketers are also on the rise. According to B2B,
online advertising in 2006 will account for 5.4% of total advertising in the U.S. Meanwhile, search engine
users will grow from 138 million in 2005 to 146 million in 2006.

Making sure those search engines find your website is also of crucial importance. The art
and science of Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and Search Engine Marketing (SEM) is
continually expanding in both sophistication and importance. It should be an important
part of your web success strategy.
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STEP 8:
Test, measure, improve
As with any carefully planned marketing effort, measuring the effectiveness of your website is the key to
continuous improvement.
Are you driving prospects to your site effectively? Once there, are visitors to your site finding what they
came for…or getting frustrated, never to return? Are you successfully inspiring action…and are you
effectively taking advantage of those leads? Carefully tracking and analyzing website trends to measure
success, then finding ways to improve your success, is a continuous “feedback loop” crucial to getting
the most from your site.
According to a case study on MarketingSherpa.com, when Citrix Systems launched GoToMyPc, its SOHO
market product, it recognized that the process of converting visits to sales began with the first click.
Originally, prospects clicking on an online banner ad were sent to the product home page. From there, they
had to click again to register for a free trial. As an experiment, Citrix bypassed the product home page and
linked the banner ads directly to the trial registration page. Visitor-to-trial conversions more than doubled.
To refine its approach even more, Citrix tested a variety of basic landing page elements: headline and call to
action; copy descriptions; pictures; press quotes. They tested different instructions on the registration form.
They even tested eliminating all links, giving viewers only one way to go. Then they carefully tracked
responses over a set period of time. What did Citrix discover? Some very interesting insights:
■

When credit card registration was presented (even for a free trial), conversions dropped 50%.

■

Presenting registration instructions in bold type increased conversions by 15%.

■

Inviting visitors to “create account” instead of “start here” increased conversions by 10%.

■

“Create a password” showed an increase of 20% over simply “password”

■

The size, style and color of buttons impacted conversion.

■

Presenting pricing upfront reduced results.

■

Perhaps counter-intuitively, a 3-step registration process worked better than a 2-step process.

■

These and other refinements eventually added up to a 400% increase in the conversion of site
visitors to trial takers.

The key, of course, is to test, measure, and test again. Just because you have found a successful formula does
not mean there is not something you can do to be even more successful. In approaching your web strategy,
take a page from direct marketing and find the King of the Hill among marketing tactics. Then constantly and
relentlessly, strive to knock the king down with new ideas.

The dynamics of interactive marketing are changing too fast to ever let your website
efforts sit still.
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STEP 9:
Stay a step ahead with new technologies..
The tools and technologies available to enhance the capabilities of your web strategy are changing
continually. Keeping pace with emerging technologies—and embracing them before your competitors do—
is an important way to keep your online edge.
New, automated personalization technologies that enable highly sophisticated one-to-one marketing
integrated across both print and online, are making it easy to speak directly to a single individual.
New technologies that enable you to track and assess results in real time are accelerating the process
of honing your online marketing efforts faster and more effectively.
New content management tools are streamlining and automating the process of keeping your website
content fresh, up-to-date and relevant (there is no longer any excuse for 6 month old “news”).
RSS (Really Simple Syndication) technology is driving exciting, new ways to deliver multimedia content
over the web, including Blogs and Podcasts.
New streaming video technologies are making it possible to deliver high-quality video efficiently and
cost-effectively via your website to provide demos, event invitation, and risk-free trials.

These are just a few examples…today. Keeping pace with, and taking advantage of, new
advancements is an important way to make sure your website is firing on all cylinders.
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PUT YOUR WEBSITE WHERE IT BELONGS—AT THE CORE..
Your company’s website belongs at the very core of your integrated marketing strategy. Think of your website
as the hub in your corporate communications wheel, radiating out to all of your marketing activities—from
field sales and advertising to public relations and in-person events. Building the most robust site possible, by
following the nine steps, will help ensure that wheel has the performance to take your brand farther, faster.

Website Checklists
1. Audience

3. Integration

When developing your website, keep all your
constituencies in mind:

When developing your website, consider how it can
integrate with your other efforts:

___ Current customers

___ Field sales

___ Prospects

___ Direct marketing

___ Partners

___ Event marketing

___ Competitors

___ Product launches

___ Vendors and suppliers

___ Public relations

___ Sales people

___ Public relations

___ Distributors

___ Advertising

___ Employees

___ Collateral

___ Prospective employees
___ Investors & Analysts

4. Brand

___ Trade Press

When developing your website, consider how it can
reinforce your brand and position:
___ Consistency of message

2. Goals
When developing your website, identify your goals:

___ Clarity of message
___ Positive experience

___ Attract new customers
___ Retain current customers
___ Cross-sell to current customers
___ Increase inquiries and conversions
___ Reduce cost of conversion

___ Quality
___ Conciseness of message
___ Freshness of content
___ Articulation of who you are
___ Strong representation of the brand

___ Educate and inform
___ Deliver corporate news and updates
___Generate direct sales
___Personalize the customer experience
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RainCastle Communications, Inc., is an integrated
marketing communications firm that helps clients
launch products, launch companies and generate
demand for their services.
We offer a comprehensive suite of strategy, creative,
technology and marketing services, all targeted to
solve business problems.
Our areas of specialization include brand strategy,
corporate identity, brand identity, web site design
and development, advertising, direct mail and
online marketing.
Internationally recognized for creative and
interactive excellence, RainCastle has been
in business since 1994.

